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In this ground-breaking study, Andrew Barker forges his long-time research on interwar Austrian 

literature into a concise whole. The recently emerited professor of Austrian Studies at the University of 

Edinburgh argues that this literary period has been unduly neglected, overshadowed by its domestic 

fin-de-siècle predecessor and especially its contemporaneous Weimar counterpart. Yet interwar 

Austria forms both compliment and alternative to the literary culture of Weimar Germany that 

continues to enthrall international observers.

Barker does not portend to provide a comprehensive literary history of interwar Austria. Arguing that 

such authors as Franz Kafka or Rainer Maria Rilke have established themselves firmly in the 

international critical canon, he prioritizes writers who tend to be passed over quickly in modern literary 

histories. Yet also better known authors such as Arthur Schnitzler and Karl Kraus form the subject of 

individual sections. Due to the emphasis on works that specifically relate to contemporary politics, 

prose figures more prominently than other genres.

The literary analysis is divided into five thematic chapters. The dramatic and often disturbing soldiers' 

tales by Andreas Latzko and Ernst Weiss illustrate the deep impact of World War I on the psychology 

of interwar Central Europe. Select works by Arthur Schnitzler, Franz Werfel and Joseph Roth betray 

the importance of the Habsburg legacy in a society torn by crisis and self-doubt. A chapter on Bruno 

Brehm and Soma Morgenstern demonstrates the wide range of literary responses to this crisis, 

ranging from support of National Socialism to a symbolic embrace of Galician Jewish roots. The 

traumatic civil war between Conservatives and Social Democrats in February 1934 is examined 

through the lenses of Karl Kraus and the postwar writer Alois Vogel, as well as of the exiled German 

communists Anna Seghers and Friedrich Wolf. Finally, the seeming termination of Austrian statehood 

in 1938 and the reality of the Anschluss years are yet again explored through works by Roth and 

Weiss, but also through an analysis of Heimito von Doderer and his passage from German nationalist 

and National Socialist to postwar incarnation of Austrian cultural and literary distinctiveness.

The thematic structure and the recurrence of individual writers in different sections underscore the 

prioritization of societal context over abstract literary history and biography. Unfortunately, the textual 

findings are not generally converted into societal conclusions. Barker consistently highlights the strong 

representation of Jewish writers in the canonic works of interwar Austrian literature, but attempts no 

explanation for the origins and implications of this phenomenon. The most interesting general 

observations on the nature of Austrian culture and literature and its contentious relationship with a 
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wider German framework surface in the brief postscript, but they are not based on the preceding 

analysis. They show the fascinating venues that a theoretically informed exploration of literary sources 

on interwar Austrian identity could have opened. 

»Fictions from an Orphan State« describes itself as an analysis of literature from and about interwar 

Austria. It wants to document the wealth of German-language literature outside of Weimar Germany. 

Even more importantly, however, it wants to examine how diverse Austrian writers treated the political 

challenges of the era in their literary works. In pursuit of these ambitious objectives, Andrew Barker 

offers alluring glimpses into the psyche of interwar Austrians. Barker is particularly adept at reading 

between the lines, at discovering individual and collective experience in outwardly fictional literature. 

He successfully employs his extensive knowledge of the era's literary production to provide captivating 

insights into not only select works of art, but also the often tortured biographies behind them. Most 

valuable may be his introduction of lesser known authors to an international audience.

Yet the study also struggles with defining its objective. It is too selective to serve as a literary history--

the section on Karl Kraus focuses primarily on his support of the Catholic-Conservative dictatorship 

and the analysis of Bruno Brehm largely compares the prewar edition of his major work with its 

ideologically sanitized postwar successor. As a literary monograph, it would have profited from a 

defined theoretical structure as well as a substantive conclusion anchored in the preceding analysis. 

And if the voices from an orphan state are meant to be those of interwar Austrian writers, the inclusion 

of postwar authors such as Vogel and non-Austrians such as Wolf and Seghers is not immediately 

convincing.

If the work defines itself as a study of Austrian cultural history through literary works, in contrast, it 

would need to discuss the value of fictional literature as historical source material. I would also require 

a deeper engagement with the historical literature on the era, which may have helped the author 

nuance his historical assessments and sharpen his conceptual clarity. The study remains eclectic and 

does not explore how representative these texts were for the intellectual climate of their society. To 

historians, it will prove most useful as an introduction to fascinating and often overlooked source 

material.
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